O n th e M a th e m a tic a l S tr u c tu r e o f th e N e w -T a m m -D a n c o ff P r o c e d u r e I. Mathematical Basis W. Feist
The New Tamm-Dancoff method is a procedure for the approximate determination of dif ferences of eigenvalues in quantum field theory. This procedure can be formulated mathematically in the framework of the theory of C*-algebras, especially in our case by using von Neumann's infinite tensor products. Calculational rules are presented for operators which obey the canonical anticommutation relations. The concept of the CAR tensor product is introduced for the joint treatment of a system algebra and the associated functional algebra, A conjugation is discussed which will be needed for a proof of equivalence in II.
I. Mathematical Basis
The present paper prepares the discussion of the New-Tamm-Dancoff-procedure (NTD-procedure) in non-relativistic many-particle physics*. This NTDprocedure permits the treatment of collective phe nomena by transformations with respect to macroscopically different ground states. These trans formations can be formulated within the m ath ematical context of C*-algebras, especially in our case by the use of von Neumann infinite tensor products. As these mathematical tools are quite evident, but not generally in use, we collect the main results of the theory in § 1 taking into ac count the physical interpretations.
We will use extensively computational rules for operators which obey the canonical anticommuta tion relations (CAR). In § 2 we present a calculus simplifying these computations.
In addition to the usual creation-and annihila tion operators of the physical system under con sideration, the NTD-procedure makes use of crea tion« and annihilation operators of the so-called functional algebra. In § 3 we explain how the sys tem and the functional algebra can be treated together by using the CAR-tensor product. In the analysis of the NTD-procedure a conjuga tion in Fock space will appear. The main properties of such conjugations are treated in § 4; it will be shown that the physical interpretation is the same using the original or the conjugate system. § 1. Infinite Tensor Products and the CAR-algebra Let the position-and spin coordinates constitute the configuration space .T; e.g. r = U 3x { -for the case of spin 1/2 fermions. We also consider bounded open subsets V of jH, the so-called local regions. One-particle quantum mechanics is formu lated by use of the Hilbert space L2( r ) for the global system and L2(V) for the local systems re spectively. For later discussions it is advantageous also to consider finite-dimensional one-particle Hil bert spaces. For this purpose we start with the spectral decomposition E(s) (with energy e) of the one-particle Hamiltonian of the local region V. Given a fixed cut-off energy eo, E(eo)L2(V) is the Hilbert space including all state vectors for which any single measurement of energy has a result < eo. This space is finite-dimensional for the physical models relevant to our considerations.
In all three cases the one-particle Hilbert space (L2{ r ) ,L 2{V) or E(e0)L2(V)) is separable. Thus we can find a complete orthonormal system {wv)veytr in . Here J f is the set of the positive integers N or some set {1,2,...,n ) .
According to the Pauli principle, each one-particle state of an orthonormal system can at most be oc cupied by one fermion. So we introduce for each wv 0340-4811 / 81 / 0500-0429 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
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• On the Mathematical Structure of the New-Tamm-Dancoff Procedure 4 2 2 the states and | I which denote an occupied or unoccupied one-particle state V)v respectively. They span a two-dimensional Hilbert space Cy2. We consider the spaces Cj>2, v e jV as Hilbert spaces for the description of independent quantum me chanical systems with two degrees of freedom. The collective description of all these systems is given by a many-particle state vector
The transition probability between two such states is the square of the transition amplitude <¥"| ¥>"> = n ( ä r W + ßv'ßv") .
(
1.2) vgJT
In the case J\T = N the convergence of the infinite product is not given in general. We can understand this even from the physical point of view. Transition amplitudes 4=0 can only be expected between two states, if they are essentially different for at most a / ,ßr low von Neumann vtli factor av has the meaning of an annihilation, av+ that of a creation operator for the one-particle state V)v. I t is easy to verify the canonical anticommutator relations (CAR) for the operator families {ap)vejr and (av+)veJr :
{%, dv+) = < 5 nvl\ {au, ar} = {aß+, av+} = 0.
(1.8)
Thus they have the operator norms
They generate a subalgebra of the algebra of all bounded operators The completion of this subalgebra with respect to the operator norm is denoted by If is another IDPS and 2V the associated algebra, then 2V and 21.j/< are canonically isomorphic [4] . Therefore, and 91 y can be considered as different representations of a fixed C*-algebra 21, called the algebra of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR-algebra).
According to Klauder, McKenna and Woods [5] , two IDPS representations of are unitarily equiv alent (i.e. they describe the same physical situation), if the corresponding reference vectors satisfy the condition vzJT (1.9)
Such vectors are called weakly equivalent. In the case AT = N there are still non-countable many unitarily inequivalent representations of 21 describ ing macroscopically different physical phenomena. For a fixed representation the observables of a physical system are given by those selfadjoint oper ators, which can be approximated by elements of 21^ in the sense of strong resolvent convergence [6, 1] . They are called affiliated to the representation 2Iy of 2t in 34? In the cases under consideration these operators can be given by expansions of the form^
Here convergence is considered pointwise with re spect to states from a suitable domain (for special cases see [7] ). The general treatment of operators of type (1.10) needs further mathematical pre requisites which are not in the scope of this paper.
E.g. let us consider the number-operator needed later : = 2 av+ civ • ve^r (1.11)
The series defining 2t can be applicated to any vector mehJ m<---<fim in Fock space, which satisfies 2 2 m2lwi.../<m l2< 00 • W »eN /il <-"</im § 2. Computational Rules for CAR-operators
The following calculus is motivated by the fre quent occurrence of operator products like a * ... a^m: Let 'a and be one-particle Hilbert spaces with complete orthonormal systems [wf)vefr and respectively; e.g. %' a can stand for the set of oneparticle states of the valence band (with index set y Q JT) and 9>b can stand for the set of conduction band states (with index set S P Q Jf). If the oneparticle system can choose between any of the states in <tfa or 9fb, we describe the system by = ^a © %b with the complete orthonormal system
We denote by and 51 the CAR-algebras as sociated with tfa, %b and 9? respectively, as con structed in § 1. The corresponding creation and an nihilation operators are (av+)yeir, (av)ve^ for the (b>.+)?.ey , (bx)xe& for the (r;>);€^, and {Cß+)peJ', M p e^'f » the M p e ry j* -
The algebra for the joint measurement of observables of and is called the CAR-tensor product ® and is given by the following definition: With this definition we get the existence and uni queness of the CAR-tensor product algebra:
The CAR-tensor product of the CAR-algebras %a and is given by = (3-6)
icilh IH being the CAR-algebra associated with : = P ro o f: Using the notations as above we define: In II it will turn out that the New-Tamm-Dancoff system is equivalent to an eigenvalue equation of the tensor product of the Hamiltonian with a Hamiltonian conjugate to the original one. Here we want to treat some aspects of the conjugation. As is well known, conjugations are characterized by the following The following theorem is important for the physical interpretation of the conjugate operator:
If A is a selfadjoint operator with the spectral resolution (E(k))?.em, then A A is also selfadjoint and its spectral resolution is (E(X)A)xe R. The properties (4.7) -(4.10) uniquely characterize the spectral resolution of A A, see e.g. [8] , p. 170 (7.11) and p. 181 (7.17) . Therefore A A is selfadjoint with spectral resolution (E (X)A)xe u . -This theorem expresses the spectral properties of A and A A being the same. So we can investigate the properties of A A instead of A to get the same physical interpretation.
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